A Novel Walking Speed Control Strategy for Power Augmentation Exoskeletons based on Neural Networks
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ABSTRACT This paper addresses a novel sensing technique to minimize the interaction force of walking speed transitions during the navigation of a coupled human-exoskeleton power augmentation system. The proposed technique is able to classify the intended walking speed based on Dual Reaction Force (DRF) Sensor. The human brain as a complex information processing device is quite difficult to be simulated, especially when consider the processing speed and the speed of sensed signals through the human nervous system throughout the human body. We developed the DRF sensors for preemptive identification of pilot intentions for walking speed transitions to augment the response of the exoskeleton to shadow pilot's movements. The Dynamic Threshold Neural Networks (DTNNs) is used to classify the input signals and make a decision on the transition of system’s walking speed according to the pilot’s intentions and walking speed limitation. The actions for walking speed transitions are simulated in MATLAB/Simulink, and Variable Admittance Controller (VAC) and applied. To show the efficiency of the proposed walking speed control strategy, comparison is conducted with ordinary VAC algorithm technique.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The motion control of power augmentation exoskeletons have gained considerable interests in recent years, especially in hazardous places and applications. Nowadays, the lower limb exoskeleton system is designed for human power augmentation, load transfer and endurance increasing applied a variety of motion control methodologies [1]-[4].

Sensitivity Amplification Control (SAC) algorithm was proposed for Berkeley Lower Extremity EXoskeleton (BLEEX) control which aimed to reduce the sensors complexity and used the interaction force measured in the exoskeleton as main input [5], [6]. SAC needs no direct measurements from the pilot or the human-machine interface (e.g. no force sensors between them); instead, the controller estimates, based on measurements from the exoskeleton suits only. The cost of the control process in this strategy is extremely high, in both hardware and software, the complicated systems for signals conditioning and useful feedback extraction make heavy calculations. The high level of sensitivity in response to the forces and torques imposed by the pilot is counted as negative time and resource consuming process. Human Intention Estimators (HIE) are implemented for Hybrid Assistive Limb (HAL) control by calculating the reference patterns of the pilot by measuring human-exoskeleton interaction directly from Electromyography signals (EMG) [7], [8]. The Japanese-built, wearable, HAL exoskeleton, for example, offers improved endurance and strength for users but is not mind-controlled. Instead of brain waves, HAL picks up EMG signals, the electrical pulses...
generated by the muscles and uses these to send commands to the exoskeleton. It also partially relies on the users existing mobility and balance to operate. Meanwhile, Berkeley Bionics in the US has developed an EMG-based "medical exoskeleton" that enables people with reduced mobility and strength to walk upright. However, it requires a supporting device to keep users balanced. HAL uses electrical signals sent to the muscles from the brain to anticipate the wearer’s movement. The Variable Admittance Control (VAC) algorithm, which applied for the coupled human-exoskeleton system control is meant by developing in this work [4].

In this paper, we developed a novel walking speed control strategy based on Feed forward Neural Networks (FNNs) for preemptive identification of the pilot intentions for walking speed transitions. The novel method learns the walking speed changing factor on-line through the new presented Dual Reaction Force (DRF) sensors system. Single hidden layer FNNs (SFNNs) can reflect the pilot intentions for walking speed transitions based on the presented sensory system and Adaptive Central Patterns Generators (ACPGs).

The new developed auxiliary tools like DRF and additional applications make a big difference in overall performance of proposed strategy comparing to SAC and HAL. The DTNNs and ACPGs provide improved reliability over similar strategies reflected in calculation time minimization of on-line controllers. Cost-effective intention identification system applied in coupled human exoskeleton systems motion control for the reliable and accurate intentions identification. The proposed system can perform well and make a preemptive intention identification of maneuverable exoskeleton systems.

Applying the proposed control algorithm, distributed control system was embedded in the HUALEX exoskeleton system. The distributed control system is constructed with the main controller and four node controllers. The main controller is set at the backpack, which running the control algorithm. Nearby each active joint, a node controller is installed for two purposes:

1. Collecting sensor data for the main controller;
2. Executing commands from the main controller.

For ensuring the real-time performance of control algorithm, node controllers communicate with the main controllers via Controller Area Network (CAN). HUALEX has total three kinds of sensors for its current state obtaining. Encoders are integrated into joint actuators, which measuring the current state of each joint. An accelerometer is set at the backpack for observing the walking velocity of the pilot. The motion control of HUALEX system have perfect performance, high accuracy, minimum tracking error and minimum interaction force applying the new sensory technique.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows the composition of HUALEX, the integration of the system, sensing terminals and driving system. We show the last work performance illness during gait transitions in Section 3. Section 4 shows the implementation of proposed strategy. The performance analysis of proposed motion control strategy is detailed in section 5. Finally, conclusions and further development are drawn in section 6.

2. HUMAN POWER AUGMENTATION LOWER EXOSKELETON (HUALEX) DESCRIPTION

Totally 10-DoFs revolute joints are adopted for the HUALEX design as shown in Fig.1, two-linkage revolute mechanism regarded as a 2-DOFs multilink pendulum is actuated parallel to the human thigh and shank when

Fig. 1. The prototype of HUman power Augmentation Lower Exoskeleton (HUALEX).
The exoskeleton is coupled to the pilots. The remaining DoFs are un-actuated and passively driven with in human joints movement. Since the proposed control strategy for gait transition is a model-based control strategy, the dynamic model of HUALEX project must be given.

\[ M(\theta)\ddot{\theta} + C(\theta, \dot{\theta})\dot{\theta} + G(\theta) = \tau_{EExo} + \tau_h \]  

(1)

where \( \theta \) is the vector of each joint angle, \( \tau_{EExo} \) and \( \tau_h \) represent the input torques from HUALEX and human wearer respectively, \( M(\theta) \) is the inertia matrix and a function of \( \theta \), \( C(\theta, \dot{\theta}) \) is the Coriolis matrix and a function of \( \theta \) and \( \dot{\theta} \) and \( G(\theta) \) is a vector of gravitational torques. The torque \( \tau_h \) is changing during system’s navigation according to human intentions.

The HUALEX actuated and passively driven Degrees of Freedom (DoFs) are designed to guarantee the shadow of all expected pilot’s maneuvers. In the sagittal plane, the designed ranges of motion at the hip, knee and ankle joints are \(-45^\circ\) to \(+45^\circ\), \(0^\circ\) to \(-135^\circ\) and \(-30^\circ\) to \(+30^\circ\) respectively. The link lengths are adjustable respect to various pilots.

The new developed Dual Reaction Force (DRF) sensors are the valuable addition to the HUALEX’s sensing system which facilitates the application of this strategy.

3. VARIABLE ADMITTANCE CONTROL (VAC)

The modifications of Variable Admittance Control (VAC) is needed due to ill effects on control process on the gait transition case, the interaction forces resulted on the measured interaction force must have special treatments for smooth transition [9]. The VAC algorithm attempts to minimize the interaction force during speed transitions of the coupled human-exoskeleton systems, i.e. better tracking performance. VAC strategy applied the difference \( \Delta \dot{\theta}(t) \) resulted from interaction forces to modify the input trajectory to satisfy the pilot’s intended maneuvers as in (2) [4].

\[ \dot{\theta}_h^*(t) = \dot{\theta}_h(t) + \Delta \dot{\theta}(t) \]  

(2)

The dynamic process simulates the on-line input trajectory correction generally as force-position controller, to modify the input position (walking trajectory) according to the resulted interaction force (pilot intentions). This process was detailed in our previous work, and can be described by the dynamic visco-elastic admittance parameters as in (3).

\[ K_{dyn}(t) = K_0 \delta(t) \]  
\[ B_{dyn}(t) = B_0 \dot{\eta}(t) \]  

(3)

where \( K_0 \) and \( B_0 \) represent the initial stiffness and viscous friction coefficients. Experimentally we estimate the dynamic visco-elastic model parameters from collected data applying Recursive Least Square Estimator (RLSE). The considered model for the estimation of dynamic visco-elastic parameters is depicted in (4):

\[ \eta B_0 \Delta \dot{\theta}(t) + \delta K_0 \Delta \theta(t) = \tau_i(t) \]  

(4)

The linearity of the relation in (5) is experimentally proved for acceptable range of interaction force, this range is variable depends on human-exoskeleton system function.

\[ J_i(\ddot{\theta}_h(t) - \ddot{\theta}_{EExo}(t)) + B_i(\dot{\theta}_h(t) - \dot{\theta}_{EExo}(t)) + K_i(\theta_h(t) - \theta_{EExo}(t)) = J^T(t) f_i(t) \]  

(5)

Equation (4) is used for experimental estimation of the dynamic visco-elastic model parameters from collected data applying RLSE. The initial value of unknown parameters vector \( [\delta \quad \eta \quad B_0] \) are \( [\delta \quad \eta] = [1 \quad 1] \), while \( [K_0 \quad B_0] \) are variable through navigation process. The collected samples are for 2 different gait cycle contains the transition. The inertia coefficient assumed constant. The changing rate of the interaction force between human wearer and exoskeleton are indicating the future changing of visco-elastic model parameters. The performance of VAC is shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. The performance of Adaptive VAC for walking speed acceleration from 1 m/s (0-1) to 1.5 m/s (1-3).

4. PROPOSED MODIFICATION OF VAC

Many parameters such as step length and stride time are correlated to walking speed, and they can be used to control it [10]. The proposed sensing strategy can control the walking speed of the system using the mismatch in the heel contact time $H_{CT}$ which represents a part of stride length as main feedback. The Adaptive Central Pattern Generators (ACPGs) are used in the input trajectory for the benefit of frequency controllable property. In our case, the teaching signal (input trajectory) is now encoded into a structurally stable limit cycle and it is easy to smoothly control its frequency (gait speed) by changing $\omega$ [11].

A. Dual Reaction Force (DRF) sensors

During human-exoskeleton system navigation, the pilot creates interaction torques that impose on the exoskeleton due to the deviation between the pilot’s joint angular position $\theta_0$ and that of the exoskeleton $\theta_{Exo}$. If the exoskeleton is able to track the pilot’s voluntary motion quickly and simultaneously, the tracking error goes to zero due to the zero interaction (ideal situation). To determine the relationship between walking speed and reaction force mismatch during one gait cycle experimental trails were demonstrated, asking the pilot to speed up and slowdown, the normal speed stance phase duration control is $0.92\pm 0.013$, for fast speed is $0.73 \pm 0.06$ as measured for normal subject as in [12]. The applied DRF sensor was investigated in our last work [4], its general configuration as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The Dual Reaction Force (DRF) sensor applied for HUALEX

A. The Fast Recovery Central Pattern Generators (FRCPGs)

Central pattern generators (CPGs) are biological neural networks that produce rhythmic patterned outputs without sensory feedback (autonomously). CPGs have been shown to produce rhythmic outputs resembling normal even in isolation from motor and sensory feedback from limbs and other muscle targets. CPGs model using Rayleigh oscillators and train this model by human gait oscillation to generate the human like biped locomotion for biped robot successfully achieved [13]. A Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) can be defined as an electronic oscillation frequency is controlled by a voltage input to generate a sinusoidal waveform, relaxation oscillators can generate a saw tooth or triangular waveform according to the:

$$f_i(t) = f_{qu} + k_0 v_m(t)$$

$$\int f_i(t) dt = \theta_{out}(t)$$

where $f_{qu}$ is the quiescent frequency of the oscillator, $k_0$ is the oscillator sensitivity, or gain, $v_m$ is input voltage, $\theta_{out}$ is the oscillator output. Hopf oscillator is a relatively simple model, and its main advantage is the ability to easily control the oscillator input, the amplitude and frequency of the signal. The CPGs architecture for this application is made of coupled adaptive frequency Hopf oscillators as shown in Fig. 4, which are modified Hopf oscillators that developed by Righetti et al. [14].
5. Dynamic Threshold Neural Networks

In this section for the efficiency augmentation of VAC algorithm considering walking speed transitions, based on the sensory system signals we apply Neural Networks (NNs), to identify the pilot intentions for walking speed changes. Dynamic Threshold Neural networks in which the input signal propagate forward to generate the output successfully applied for classification or prediction tasks [15],[16]. The suitable model for this application is the Feed-forward Single-hidden layer DTNNs, which is often trained by the back propagation algorithm. The designed FSNNs model deals with walking speed changing intentions.

The proposed DTNNs can make on-line predictions of the pilot intended pilot’s walking speed dependant on the sensory system outputs and current walking speed. Every time slot $\Delta t$. The hidden layer of the designed DTNNs is the key component because of the neurons special output function which can do major calculations and produce the output. Each neuron takes a set of input data (specified sensors), each is associated with a weight and a numerical value known as bias. The output of each neuron is a function of the output of the weighted sum of each input plus the bias. Let's define the used notations, weights are $\omega_{j,k}^\ell$, biases $b_{j}^\ell$, and activations $a_j^\ell$ where $\ell$ is for the layer and $j$ is for the neuron. For the transition control of exoskeleton the VAC algorithm [17] is not enough to ensure tracking error. The mal-performance is due to the considered interaction forces convex during transitions. For this reason, we design the SFNNs controller such that it takes the decision making part on which the VAC algorithm has shown its limitation. The recurrent hidden layer contains one stage which has zero-values weights, the input of non-effective neuron to the next layer.

A. Dynamic threshold function

Dynamic functions output changes throughout control process depends on the input data set and the current system state. We design dynamic function to control the walking speed of the system within given range. The dynamic parameters of the proposed function reconsider the current walking speed and estimate the suitable threshold to keep the intended walking speed within the allowed range [15].

DTNNs can be applied in learning and feature selection for probabilistic output depends on the system current condition and intended transition. We develop Single hidden layer Feed forward DTNNs to make the decisions on the speed changing depends on the current data set of two sensors $s_1$ and $s_2$ in addition to the current walking speed. The construction of DTNNs is shown in Fig. 5. For the SFDTNNs the learning process through supervised training can be described as in (8) and (9).

$$h(t) = \sigma((s_1(t) - s_2(t)) \cdot \omega_{j}^{1'}(t)) + b_{j}^{h}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$\lambda(t) = \eta(f(\sigma,\omega_{j}^{1'})) + b_{0}^{0}$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

The special sigmoidal function is designed to allow larger numbers later, so it is varied in the specified range $[0,1.6]$. 

Fig.4. The coupled adaptive frequency Hopf oscillator system for generating CPGs.

Fig.5. The proposed Dynamic Threshold Neural Networks (DTNNs) scheme.
The changing of the walking speed during system navigation depends on the current walking speed for the pilot’s safety, the minimum walking speed factor is 0.4 and the maximum is 1.6. According the mentioned above requirements, the accepted output of the SFNNs output due to the scaled activation function is:

1. $1.6 \geq \lambda(t) > 1$ for walking speed acceleration.
2. $\lambda(t) = 1$ for no transition.
3. $1 > \lambda \geq 0.4$ for slowdown.

**B. Scaled sigmoidal training function**

The training process of the network is done by Back Propagation algorithm (BP). Before reviewing some of the variations and improvements which have been proposed to accelerate the learning process in neural networks, we briefly discuss the problems involved in trying to minimize the error function using gradient descent. Therefore, we first describe a simple modification of BP called BP with momentum rate, and then look at the form of the iteration path in weight space. The main steps in the calculations of BP training algorithm are described in the Table I. As networks input we take the difference between Heel off of the exoskeleton footboard and the pilot. The feed forward, back-propagation is the most popular training technique, effective and easy for multi-layered networks. The typical back propagation network has an input layer, an output layer, and at least one hidden layer as in our model. The training process normally uses some variant of the Delta Rule, which starts with the calculated difference between the actual output and the desired output. The complicated part of the training procedure is to determine which of the network inputs lead to the increase the output error, to be changed for correct output. During the network’s training, the difference between the output of the output layer and the targeted output is back-propagated to the hidden layer for the connection weights adjustment using the Delta Rule. For the best combination of the learning rate $\eta$ and momentum $\lambda$ we experimentally identify the ideal value for the learning rate.

Non-standard Sigmoid Functions have been widely applied for many classification tasks, as non-linear tangential sigmoid [18], Log-Sigmoid (LS) was demonstrated for the quick convergence [19] and parameterized Sigmoid for soft decisions [20]. We developed scaled-Sigmoid function for making soft decisions on walking speed transitions according to the experimentally identified thresholds and pilot intentions. Consider the permitted variation of the system’s walking speed, the maximum limit factor is $\beta$ and the minimum one is $\alpha$ are take place to construct the proposed scaled-Sigmoid function.

$$f(h) = \beta \frac{1}{1 + e^{-h}} + \alpha$$

where $\beta$ and $\alpha$ are learnable parameters depending on the current walking speed and maximum allowable one, which can make change to the function by scaling $f(h)$ linearly and shifting to the desired minimum value. Therefore, we associate the hidden layer activation function $f(h)$ with the parameters, $\beta$ and $\alpha$ we found that the scaling of the Sigmoid function with a factor will not affect the activation function performance. Fig. 6 illustrates the shape of the proposed scaled-Sigmoid function. The BP algorithm in which the weights of the network are updated immediately after the presentation each pair of input and target output is called the sequential learning. Training algorithms in order to perform gradient descent is formulated in stochastic form in which the network’s weights modified on-line as in (11).

$$\omega(t + \Delta t) = \omega(t) + \eta \delta(t) h(t) - \gamma \frac{\partial \delta(t)}{\partial \omega(t)}$$

$$\delta(t) = \lambda(t) - \lambda^*(t)$$

where $\eta$ is the learning rate, $\delta(t)$ is the output error and $\lambda^*(t)$ denotes the targeted output. We chose supervised training process to find out the suitable weight set that minimizes the error between the real output and the target output. The procedure of the BP is to determine the error at the output layer then propagates backward through the hidden layer to the input layer to obtain the targeted output. We used the gradient descent to calculate the weights of the network and adjust them to minimize the output error.
The response of the system to the pilot's intentions for walking speed transitions is really a phase, it's just an instant in time event which properly can early identify the pilot's intentions for walking speed change. Knee and hip trajectories for the pilot and the exoskeleton are given with different speed changing intentions to find out the main SFNNs inputs. The heel off time was identified experimentally from the mutual heel off angle of the knee and the hip. The heel off time joints angles are just valid for the specified pilot (with a height of 181 cm and a weight of 70 kg).

6. Simulation results and Evaluation

A. Data Collection

For both walking and running, stance gets much shorter and swing gets slightly shorter as speed increases. As walking speed increases, the proportion of the cycle devoted to stance decreases and the proportion of the cycle devoted to swing increases. The $H_{CT}$ represents the period from heel strike to heel off every step. For the preemptive identification of the pilot's intentions for walking speed changing we just check the difference of heel off time, the heel off is the point at which the heel of the support leg leaves the ground. Because the heel off is not really a phase, it's just an instant in time event which properly can early identify the pilot's intentions for walking speed change. Knee and hip trajectories for the pilot and the exoskeleton are given with different speed changing intentions to find out the main SFNNs inputs. The heel off time was identified experimentally from the mutual heel off angle of the knee and the hip. The heel off time joints angles are just valid for the specified pilot (with a height of 181 cm and a weight of 70 kg).

B. 1-DOF exoskeleton platform simulations

In order to show the efficiency of the proposed method, we compare its performance with the resulted performance of the previous work [21]. We developed DRF sensors system for walking speed changing intentions estimation for the HUALEX system. The last work performance drawback is that the decision on the intended walking speed takes the whole stance during one gait cycle. The previous work took the mismatch between exoskeleton and pilot to
estimate the weighted parameter $\zeta$ calculated on-line from (13).

$$\zeta = \frac{Exo_{CT}}{h_{CT}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

But the proposed methodology gets the walking speed changing factor in the instant of heel of time, so it's a function of pilot's heel off time and exoskeleton's heel off time as in (14).

$$\lambda = f(h_{HO}, Exo_{HO})$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

We suppose that the initial system speed is $1.5 \text{ m/s}$, and the maximum allowed walking speed is $3 \text{ m/s}$ the initial weight values and biases are identified during learning process. The system parameters are estimated and corrected online through supervised learning algorithm by provide a set of inputs data for different interaction situation and its corresponding target outputs. The designed activation function according to the targeted output, sigmoid activation function for walking speed decisions. The block diagram of the proposed modification of VAC is illustrated in Fig. 7. The performance of proposed strategy is illustrated in Fig. 8.

A. Performance Evaluation

As depicted in Fig. 8 the interaction force between the exoskeleton and the pilot is shown for speed transition in the simulation experiment to show the efficiency of proposed strategy. For the gradual speed up the proposed walking speed control strategy works well, the resulting interaction force is significantly lower than the adaptive VAC strategy. The interaction force minimization resulted from the minimization of trajectory tracking error. The normalized mean squared error (nMSE) of angle trajectories in the proposed strategy is smaller than the adaptive VAC ($\approx 9.1^\circ$ compared to $41.2^\circ$). The proper interaction force sensors of HUALEX make successfully investigation of admittance controller, therefore perfect angle correction. The practical measurements of joint angles, encoders on HUALEX and inclinometers on human limbs beside interaction forces between them are used to investigate the joint flexions for different stair height. Beside this reduced interaction force overshoot technique is applied. With high sensitivity of SAC, will lead to high cost control (complicated calculations and additional blocks) still the performance suffers from feedback overshoots according to pilot's intention. The separate treatment of the different gait phases (swing and stance) leads to modification in control efficiency and minimization in control cost in SAC and CAC. The comparison of the performance of the proposed modified VAC with the SAC and CAC for walking speed transition error is shown in the Fig. 9.

This will produce increased interaction forces in the contact places and worse performance of the control strategy.

As shown in Fig. 9 the performance efficiency of proposed strategy on gait transition control can be measured by the accuracy of tracking trajectory
On the basis of the networks input data (sensors output), we able to predict the intended walking speed and also compensate the future interaction between the pilot and the exoskeleton. This preemptive compensation of intended interaction leads to big betterment in the motion control performance. In the future work will focus on the system response optimization to minimize the transition error, and transition time towards form brain to muscles, then HUALEX can moves freely for more complicated missions. Also we’re planning to work in obstacle avoidance in general and adapt to difference stairs height and tread length this will overcome the proposed technique limitations, then will go forward for practical implementation.
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